
Games and guidance for getting to grips  
with grammar, punctuation and spelling

Try free samples and register for a free demo

Visit www.pearsonprimary.co.uk/grammardemo to get immediate  
access to three free units or book a demo for your school.
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All the tools you need to deliver the grammar,  
punctuation and spelling requirements of the  

Primary English curriculum.

With comprehensive lesson plans, diagnostic checks and summative 
assessments available at the click of a button, you’ll have more time to 
devote to layering on your teacherly sparkle. What’s more, your pupils 

will love practising their newly acquired skills over and over with exciting, 
time-travel themed games accessible at home or in the classroom.
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All the tools you need to deliver the grammar,  
punctuation and spelling requirements of the  

Primary English curriculum.

Why Grammar & Spelling Bug?
l  Friendly videos help children to understand and apply 

grammar and spelling skills successfully.

l  Engaging practice games motivate children to revisit 
concepts again and again to secure mastery.

l  Instant feedback on games helps rectify misconceptions 
and develop understanding

l  Provides the tools you need to assess each child’s 
understanding of core grammar, punctuation and  
spelling concepts.

I would say Grammar and Spelling Bug is INCREDIBLE 
– it really has been a fantastic tool for us! 

Lee Christy, an Upper KS2 lead teacher at  
Green Lane Primary School, Kingston



3. Embed  
the learning

With hundreds of fun  
online games.

2. Teach  
the objective 

With ready-made lesson 
plans covering each of the 

attainment targets.

4. Assess  
pupils’  progress 

With regular summative 
assessments and  

formative data from  
online practice games.

1. Assess children’s 
understanding 

Short diagnostic checks  
highlight gaps in knowledge.
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Connecting Clauses Diagnostic Check

© Pearson Education 2013

Underline the subject in the following sentences.

 
For example: The cat chased the ball of wool.

1. The dog ran across the road.        

 
   (1 mark)

2. My grandma swims every day.

 
   (1 mark)

Underline the verb in the following sentences. 

For example: The cat chased the ball of wool.

1.  The dog ran across the road      .         

 
   (1 mark)

2.  My grandma swims every day.

 
   (1 mark)

Which one of the following is NOT a full sentence? Tick one box.

Most cats hate water. 

Charlie played his guitar well. 

Great goal!  

The tiger slept on the fallen tree. 

 
   (1 mark)

Connecting Clauses

Name: _________________________
___________________________

 Date:  _________________________
_______
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Formal Language, Part 1

1 On Your Marks!

Objective

To recognise vocabulary and structures that are Standard English, and 

also vocabulary and structures that are appropriate for formal speech

and writing.

Key definition

Formal language is a register of language that is appropriate for formal 

purposes and settings. It features Standard English rather than slang or 

dialect, and uses more precise or polite vocabulary. Formal language also 

avoids contractions and personal remarks or opinions.

2 Get Ready

Prior knowledge

Children should have a solid understanding of the following.

•	 basic sentence grammar

•	 the conventions of written language

•	 purpose and audience

Recap previous grammar knowledge acquired and touch on areas of 

uncertainty highlighted in the Diagnostic Check, particularly areas of non-

standard grammar (e.g. subject-verb agreement) and the ways in which 

written language differs from speech.

Explain that this session will teach how to identify Standard English and 

formal language.

Terminology

Standard English is not necessarily formal, but it avoids language 

common to casual speech (like slang, colloquialisms and dialect – see 

below) and is always grammatically correct. Standard English has nothing 

to do with accent. 

For example, the sentence ‘I ain’t gonna go unless I know who with’ is 

not Standard English. It would have to change to ‘I am not going to go 

unless I know with whom’ or ‘I’m not going to go unless I know with 
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-sure, -ture and -cher Summative Assessment© Pearson Education 2013

-sure, -ture and -cher

Name: ____________________________________________________ Date:  ________________________________

Listen to the sentences that your teacher reads out. Fill in the missing word in 
each sentence, paying close attention to how the end of the word should be 
spelled. 

1.  At the back of the cave, the adventurers found a box of                         . 

   (1 mark)

2. Each child painted a                          for the competition. 

   (1 mark)

3. The                           for the cows needed mending. 

   (1 mark)

4.  We have to                          the ingredients for the cake carefully! 

   (1 mark)

5.  The                           looked at the sun shining, and decided to hold the lesson outside.
 

   (1 mark)

6.  Kenneth was a keen bird-                         – he was always in the garden! 

   (1 mark)

7.  My best friend’s mum said it’d been a                          to have me to stay. 

   (1 mark)





How does it work?
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What’s included?
Teaching guidance mapped to the national curriculum for 
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, covering:

l  Key definitions of each concept/rule

l  Prior knowledge needed

l  Suggested group, paired and independent activities

l  Guidance for running your grammar and spelling sessions

l  Tips for taking grammar into other areas of learning

Unit 1 Assessment: Formal Language 

Name:
       Date:

:

Part A 

Change the following sentences by correcting the errors and rewriting them using 

Standard English. 

1. Mum and me went shopping. 

1 mark 

2. For my homework, I done three pages of writing. 

1 mark 

3. I’m gonna try my best.  

1 mark 

Part B 

Read the pairs of sentences below and label whether each sentence is more formal 

or informal. Underline at least one word in each sentence that helped you to decide.

1. • I went to my mate’s birthday party. 

 • I attended my friend’s birthday celebration. 2 marks

2. • I would be grateful for your response. 

 • Please get back to me. 
2 marks

3. • Nice to meet you. 

 • It was a pleasure to meet you. 
2 marks

Part C 

Label which of these types of writing needs to be informal, and which needs to be 

formal. Think about why you are writing and who will be reading it.

   • A letter of complaint to the council about the broken pavement outside 

your school

• Your personal diary 
1 mark 

Total:       /10 marks 
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Unit 1 Diagnostic Check: Formal Language 

Name:                                Date:_____________________
1. Re-write these sentences, adding in any missing apostrophes:
a) My mum said she wont buy me a new computer game.

___________________________________________________________ 

(1 mark) 

b) The lady put six oranges in my dads bag. 

___________________________________________________________ 

(1 mark) 

2. Re-write this sentence, adding in the correct punctuation:

are you coming with us to the park mum asked 

___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________

(2 marks) 

3. Identify which sentence in each pair is correct by ticking the right box below. 
a) James and I are writing a story.

    James and I am writing a story. 

b) The two girls was very happy. 

    The two girls were very happy. 

(2 marks) 

4. Read the sentence below and re-write it, separating out the contractedwords.

‘I’d have done it if you’d asked me to, but you didn’t.’ 

___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 

 (3 marks) 
© Pearson Education 2013 
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Formal Language, Part 1

1 On Your Marks!
Objective

To recognise vocabulary and structures that are Standard English, and also vocabulary and structures that are appropriate for formal speechand writing.

Key definition

Formal language is a register of language that is appropriate for formal purposes and settings. It features Standard English rather than slang or dialect, and uses more precise or polite vocabulary. Formal language also avoids contractions and personal remarks or opinions.

2 Get Ready
Prior knowledge

Children should have a solid understanding of the following.
•	 basic sentence grammar•	 the conventions of written language•	 purpose and audience

Recap previous grammar knowledge acquired and touch on areas of uncertainty highlighted in the Diagnostic Check, particularly areas of non-standard grammar (e.g. subject-verb agreement) and the ways in which written language differs from speech.
Explain that this session will teach how to identify Standard English and formal language.

Terminology

Standard English is not necessarily formal, but it avoids language common to casual speech (like slang, colloquialisms and dialect – see below) and is always grammatically correct. Standard English has nothing to do with accent. 

For example, the sentence ‘I ain’t gonna go unless I know who with’ is not Standard English. It would have to change to ‘I am not going to go unless I know with whom’ or ‘I’m not going to go unless I know with l  Hundreds of practice games per level

l  Short video tutorials to introduce each concept

l  Diagnostic check per objective

l  Summative assessment objective

Plus
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Make the most of  
your purchase
With Bug Club Professional Development 
courses, you can develop confidence, 
understand the essentials, and make 
the most of the Grammar & Spelling Bug 
subscription you take out.

Courses are for all staff involved in  
teaching with Grammar & Spelling Bug,  
and course content includes:

l  learning how to use the Grammar  
and Spelling Bug software effectively

l  understanding how to implement 
Grammar and Spelling Bug in your 
classroom to ensure every child  
makes progress

l  motivating and encouraging chlidren’s 
application of core grammar,  
punctuation and spelling concepts 
through online games

l  understanding how to track children’s 
progress and identify problems.

Purchase  
a Grammar  

and Spelling Bug  
subscription  

from £109  
per year
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Try free samples and register for a free demo

Visit www.pearsonprimary.co.uk/grammardemo to get immediate  
access to three free units or book a demo for your school.

9 780997 880984

ISBN 978-0-99788-098-4

Pearson Education Ltd is committed to reducing 
its impact on the environment by using 
responsibly sourced and recycled paper. 


